The conformation of single stranded oligonucleotides and of oligonucleotide-oligopeptide complexes from their rotation relaxation in the nanosecond time range.
The conformation of single stranded oligonucleotides is analysed by measurements of their rotation time constants. The oligomers are aligned to some degree by short electric field pulses; after pulse termination the transition to a random orientation is followed by measurements of the linear dichroism. An efficient deconvolution procedure is developed for evaluation of the experimental data obtained in the ns-time range. The increase of rotation time constants observed for chain lengths in the range from 14 to 22 residues are interpreted according to a weakly bending rod model providing a persistence length and a Stokes' diameter. The Stokes' diameters obtained for ribo- and deoxyriboadenylates are about 13A, in approximate agreement with the expectation for a single stranded helix. The persistence length L = 53A corresponding to approximately 16 nucleotide residues found for riboadenylates at 2 degrees C appears to reflect relatively strong stacking interactions at this temperature. However, a comparison with the average length of stacked residues evaluated from available thermodynamic parameters of base stacking indicate that unstacked residues are not completely flexible. Apparently the ribose-phosphate chain provides an essential contribution to the stiffness of oligomers and polymers, even when the bases are unstacked. Addition of 100 microM Mg2+ leads to an increase of the persistence length to 88A. Corresponding measurements with deoxyriboadenylates show a slightly lower value of the persistence length than that found for riboadenylates. Addition of LysTrpLys and LysTyrLys to A(pA)19 leads to an increase of the rotation time constant, which corresponds approximately to a length increment by one residue per bound peptide. Since controls performed with LysLeuLys do not show any similar effect, the increase of the time constants induced by LysTrpLys and LysTyrLys is attributed to intercalation of the aromatic amino acids.